COMPANY PROFILE

“TriGas Latin America
enjoys an excellent
reputation for quality and
service to helium, medical
and industrial gas markets”

Tri-Gas Latin America

T

riGas Latin America has been
in busness since 1990, providing
exceptional customer service,
specialising in direct source
supply of liquid and gaseous helium,
argon, hydrocarbons and refrigerants
in bulk and cylinders, with certified
purities. Serving the Caribbean, Central
and South America regions, with import
and distribution capabilities in the major
countries, TriGas Latin America delivers
direct to your doorstep. It also offers exworks from its warehouse distribution
sites in Miami and Houston (US).
Founded to address the market tradeoff between competitive pricing and poor
service, TriGas Latin America provides
the service and friendliness of a familyheld company with the pricing of a major
multinational. Its staff is seasoned, multilingual, highly trained engineers that
live and work in the local community.
The company services companies and
distributors of various sizes, including
major institutions.
TriGas Latin America enjoys an
excellent reputation for quality and
service to the helium, medical and
industrial gas markets. It has major
investments in new storage and delivery
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equipment, which permits quick and
direct delivery to the end-user. The
company is a leading direct supplier
of liquid helium, avoiding triangular
service, thereby assuring fast and timely
delivery of ISO certified quality product.
The company’s MRI Division offers
MATHESON-certified quality liquid
helium, while its large inventory of
new FAA-certified liquid helium
dewars assure customers of immediate
equipment availability, in optimal
conditions, thereby minimising
losses. With expertise in transfills
and the tools to service all major
MRI machines, its team of certified
technicians provide total service.
Various major manufacturers, hospitals
and laboratories are able to attest to its
service and expertise.
TriGas Latin America’s Gaseous
Helium Division provides all purities
from fly balloon to ultra high purity
(UHP) and offers gaseous helium in all
cylinder types from disposable to steel
and aluminium. For higher volume
usage, the company offers skid-mounted
cylinders or high pressure tubes serviced
by its fleet of DOT certified high
pressure ISO tube trailers.

The Helium Balloon Division – under
its registered trademark GLOBAL
BALAO BALLOON® – offers helium
filled disposable cylinders with fill
nozzles. The disposable cylinders
are in a decorative box and available
with or without balloons. Lightweight
aluminium and steel helium cylinders
of different sizes are available. As one
of only a few suppliers of disposable
helium cylinders, TriGas Latin America
offers its customers the ability to product
differentiate with competitive conditions.
The Specialty Gas Division offers
UHP certified helium and is staffed by
experienced engineers in the installation
and servicing of laboratory gas
distribution networks and equipment.
Pure gases, mixtures, hydrocarbons
and EPA Protocol Gases are available in
portable cylinders and steel cylinders.
Meanwhile, the Industrial Gas
Division offers hydrocarbons, refrigerant
and atmospheric gases in both bulk and
cylinder supply. A fleet of DOT-certified
ISO tanks and high pressure tube trailers
offers bulk delivery to all countries.
Disposable refrigerant cylinders are
available under the TGLA registered
trademark brand.
Partnership programme
TriGas Latin America successfully
initiated its partnership programme
in 2014. The company has developed
various joint programmes to service
the different markets and also offers
assessment programmes to ensure
optimal operations throughout. gw
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